Make-up & Hair in Salon
Make-up
Make-up & Hair
Bridal (Includes make-up,
hair and draping)
Make-up & Hair on site visit
Bridal (Includes make-up,
hair and draping)

* A deposit of H 2000 is taken for the use of extensions.

I
3000
4500
7000

9000

Blow Dry
Wash & Natural Dry
Straight Blowdry
Curls/Flick Out
Out Curls
Ironing
Iron Curls
Tongs
Up-do

I
300
600–800*
650–800*
700–900*
700–900*
800–1000*
800–1000*
1000*

Haircuts
Female
Male

1100
600

* Hair extensions are available.

Hair Colour
Roots
Half Head
Full Head
Essensity † Half Head
Essensity † Full Head

I
750
1000
800
1200

† Essensity is an Amonia-free Organic Colour

Global
Global
Global Touch Ups

2000*
1500*

High-Light
High-Light Full Head
High-Light Crown
Tonner

3500*
2000*
1000*

* Onwards.

Hair Straightening [X-tenso]

I 6500

This treatment transforms rebellious, curly, or frizzy hair to
smooth, beautifully silky and shinny hair. This is a milder
way of straightening as opposed to the pin straight
rebonding. The result of the X-tenso is natural and makes
the hair look smoother and softer to touch. The natural
volume and the movement remains intact, making the hair
smooth and at the same time not making it look too flat.

onwards

The Permanent Blow-dry [Cysteine]

I 6500

This treatment is from BRAZIL but it is not a keratin
treatment. Instead the treatment uses a naturally
occurring essential amino acid called ‘Cysteine’ to
straighten the hair, making it a safer treatment than the
formaldehyde based keratin treatment. Cysteine is more
naturally absorbent, eliminating the need for formaldehyde
coating to seal the product in. As a result this treatment
contains no complicated chemical formulas that the keratin
treatment needs. It’s a semi-permanent treatment that
lasts about four months. This treatment is so safe that
children above the age of 12 as well as pregnant women
can use it!

onwards

Hair Spa is a concept for hair rebirth. It is a therapy essentially for
the hair and scalp to remain healthy. It strengths the hair, nourishes it,
makes it shinny and addresses the scalp-related issues like hair loss
and dandruff.

Regular Spa

I 750

It helps to nourish and revitalize the scalp. It is a
rehydrating process the massage helps the blood
circulation of the scalp. Redo this spa once in two weeks.
Spa packages available.

Powerdose

I 500

It’s a quick deep conditioning treatment that can be done
before a blow dry/haircut. Powerdose packages available.

Oil Massage
We sincerely believe that the age old concept of oil
massage stimulates the root of the hair & it helps in blood
circulation. We use light olive oil so that the hair is not
stripped of its natural moisture while washing out the oil.
Packages available.
PACKAGES:
• Do 4 Powerdose and get 50% off on the 5th one.
• Do 4 regular Hair Spas and get 50% off on the 5th one.

I 600

Moroccan Oil is derived from the Argan trees in Morocco and is
known for a wide array of hair benefits. It brings back lost protein which
strengthens the hair, fatty acids and omega 3 and vitamins add shine.
It absorbs instantly to fill in gaps in the shaft of the hair caused by heat,
excessive styling and environmental damage. Hair transforms from
brittle to strong and flexible, from rough to brilliantly shiny and smooth.

Moroccan Oil Mask

I 600

It is crucial for weak damaged hair or colour-treated hair.
It helps to fortify and reconstruct damaged hair. It infuses protein back
in to the hair. The mask deeply conditions while dramatically improving
hair texture in the long run. Redo the moroccan mask treatment once
in a fortnight. Packages available.

Moroccan Oil Spa

I 1800

This spa is a complete treatment directed at addressing scalp as well
as hair-related problems. The scalp oil contains essential oils –
lavender and geranium. The oil penetrates deeply to soothe the scalp.
It reduces irritation, dryness and itchiness. Circulation improves, hair is
revived and repaired. The hair gets a dose of vitality and shine. Redo
this spa once a month at least. Packages available.
PACKAGES:
• Do 4 Moroccanoil Spas and get the 5th complimentary.
• Do 4 Moroccanoil Masks and get the 5th complimentary.

Spa Pedicure

I 1400

If your soles need a little extra pampering, you need the spa
pedicure. This treatment is one hour and fifteen minutes of
full pampering. It involves aroma oils, two massages, a back
massage for 10 mintues, a foot scrub and an intensive mask...
and a few surprises. This is paradise for your feet. Allow us
to turn your pedicure into an extraordinary spa service.

Gel Polish
A nail polish that doesn’t chip is basically the Holy Grail
of manicures and pedicures. Gel polish replaces regular
nail polish to help your manicure last longer. It completely
eliminates the possibility of spoiling your polish while it dries.
The lustre and shine stays intact for about two weeks.

French Gel Polish
Regular Gel Polish
Removal of Gel Polish with Erase

I 1100
I 1000
I 100

Manicure & Pedicure
Express Manicure
Express Pedicure
Manicure
Pedicure
French Manicure
French Pedicure
French Polish
Premium Polish
Regular Polish
Cut

I
400
400
600
700
700
800
150
150
100
50

Personal Care – Waxing
Arms
Legs
Underarms
Stomach
Back
Half Legs
Half Arms
Face
Bikini
Stripless, Peel of wax (Brazilian)
Stripless, Peel of wax (Underarms)
Chocolate wax (Full Body)

I
300
300
100
250
250
150
150
150
800
1000
200
1000

